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Private Rights Vs Public Standards In The WTO

For A Margin of Appreciation In The Interpretation Of The WTO Agreements

Sol  Picciotto Lancaster University Law School

A. Regulating the Global Economy

The recent debates about globalization show that it is a contested concept, reflecting very real conflicts
about the nature and desirable trajectory of changes in the international political economy. Since the
mid-1990s, the neo-liberal view, which prioritized deregulation and the removal of barriers to market
access, has lost ground. It is now more generally accepted that globalization in reality involves complex
processes of re-regulation. Far from entailing a shift to a `free' world market, the global economy
operates within a framework of multi-level governance.

Nowhere is this seen more clearly than in relation to the world trade organisation (WTO). The package
of agreements negotiated through the `bargain-linkage dIPlomacy' of the Uruguay round established the
WTO as the primary focus for the regulation of international trade and (to a great extent) investment.
This completes the organizational trIPtych designed at Bretton Woods, with the WTO complementing
the IMF's role in monetary management and that of the World Bank in development finance. However,
the WTO is a very different animal from the stillborn international trade organization (ITO) proposed in
1946. The ITO envisaged an institutional framework through which a managed relaxation of trade
barriers would go hand in hand with measures to stabilize primary commodity prices, control business
monopolies and restrictive practices, and ensure respect for internationally agreed labour standards
(Drache 2000).

In contrast, the imperative that drives the WTO is to open up market access for internationally operating
business firms. As an institution, it is riven by the contradiction between the neo-liberal ideology of
liberalization and deregulation which dominated its period of gestation in the 1980s, and the realization
that markets depend on regulation. This is partially expressed in the tension between free trade and fair
trade, which has been preoccupying economists and lawyers concerned with the future of the trade
regime (Bhagwati and Hudec 1996). The free trade perspective rests on the assumption that optimal
economic welfare will result from exchange under conditions of equality in competition. Competitive
equality is expressed in the principles of non-discrimination which are the foundation of the general
agreement on tariffs and trade (GATT), and permeate the many complex provisions of the WTO
agreements.

However, the principle of equal treatment alone cannot ensure fair competition. In practice, it is
impossible to separate equality from substantive issues of fairness. Equal treatment requires a judgement
about whether the products (or, for that matter, people) concerned should be considered `like', or
whether they have significant differences which may justify differences in treatment. Should a tomato
which has been genetically modified be treated like other tomatoes (some of which may have been bred
by traditional selection techniques)? Is beef or milk from cows, which have been fed growth-promoting
hormones like the beef or milk from other cows? Is a doctor, a nurse, an accountant, or a software
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engineer who has qualified in India or China like one who has qualifications from Canada or the UK? Is
a pharmacEUtical product produced by a patent-holder like one manufactured under a compulsory
licence? Thus, rules, which are facially nEUtral, may be said to be based on an invidious distinction;
while conversely, differences in treatment may be justified by relevant distinctions between those subject
to the rules.

Hence, it is often impossible to determine whether regulatory requirements or standards are based on
equal treatment without having regard to the purposes or objectives of those requirements. Issues of
equal treatment are inseparable from fair treatment, so they entail the evaluation of public policies
establishing regulatory standards, for the protection of consumers, producers, and the natural
environment. This generates inevitable linkages, and potential conflicts, between the free trade and
market-opening obligations of the GATT/WTO, and a wide variety of regulatory arrangements, which
embody standards.

These tensions present a dilemma about the nature and future of the WTO, which confronts both the
advocates and critics of market-driven globalization. If trade regulation is inevitably entangled with a
much wider range of economic regulatory arrangements, does this inevitably make the WTO the super-
regulator of the world economy? On the other hand, if the WTO confines itself to ensuring that markets
are open to `free trade', it would simply be a scythe cutting down the regulatory standards established
by states and even international bodies.

Thus, a central question for the WTO is how to accommodate its functions and powers to those of
other related bodies in the complex system of multi-level governance of the contemporary global
economy. The organization's founding treaty enjoins it to make arrangements to develop effective co-
operation with related intergovernmental organizations, but so far it appears to have been concerned to
protect its turf, and these links seem to have been formal rather than effective. Even more central to the
WTO's crisis of legitimacy has been the interpretation of obligations under the WTO agreements in
ways which are widely seen as overriding the powers and duties of states to set standards of social and
environmental protection appropriate for them.

This paper makes a modest but specific proposal aimed at ensuring greater sensitivity in the application
of WTO obligations to its own proper limits as a trade organization, and to the specific competences
and roles of other public bodies, especially national states and international organizations. The principle
of the `margin of appreciation', developed in EUropean human rights law, provides a basis for an
international body to carry out its proper function of review of the compatibility of national measures
with international standards, rather than providing a court of appeal for those disaffected with national
standards. The principle can be shown to be incIPient in many of the WTO provisions, and in some of
the approaches adopted towards their interpretation. Making it explicit requires no major political step,
but would do much to restore some of the credibility the WTO has lost.

B. The constitution of the WTO

Several factors combine to make the WTO the dominant institution in the regulation of global economic
activity. The economic importance of access to export markets makes it difficult for any state to stand
aside from membershIP of the WTO. Following the success of the GATT in reducing border barriers
(tariffs and quotas) during the period of economic growth from 1954 to 1974, it began to focus on the
ways in which internal regulations might act as `non-tariff barriers'. From the point of view of those
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seeking access to a market, national regulatory differences create market barriers. Yet global
harmonization of the entire range of regulatory standards affecting goods and services would be an
immense task. At the regional level the EUropean community, with its more developed institutional
structure, struggled long and hard to develop a system of regulatory coordination, involving a
combination of mutual recognition and harmonization of standards (Dehousse 1989; Bratton et al. 1996:
29-43), and the EU has been described a `regulatory state' (Majone 1993), or a `network state'
(Castells 1998 vol.iii, ch.5).

In contrast, the WTO remains a trade organization. It is not equIPped to harmonize product standards,
let alone standards for intellectual property, environmental protection, professional and technical
services, or employment conditions, nor should it see its task in such terms. In the GATT era, these
were matters for national states. This explains the structure of the GATT text, in which the broad
obligations of non-discrimination in articles i and iii, and the prohibition of quantitative restrictions in
article xi, are counterbalanced by a series of exclusions and exceptions. In particular, the general
exceptions of article xx left states free to set their own standards (and to exclude goods which did not
comply with those standards) in key areas such as the protection of human, animal or plant life or health,
and intellectual property rights. The right to set national standards was subject only to the important
proviso that such national regulations should not be applied in an arbitrarily discriminatory manner or
constitute a disguised trade restriction. The WTO goes well beyond this, and establishes a complex,
multi-layered system for the evaluation of national regulatory standards.

Legalization

The balance between international liberalization and the maintenance of national standards of protection
(described as `embedded liberalism': Ruggie 1982) became harder to maintain in the era of `deep
integration' of the world market. At the same time, heightened public concern over matters such as
product safety and environmental protection led to an exponential growth of regulatory requirements.
This greatly sharpened the conflicts between market access obligations and the right of states to set
regulatory standards. The management of these conflicts has resulted in a far-reaching legalization of the
trade regime, beginning from the Tokyo round of the late 1970s, and culminating in the establishment of
the WTO (Reich 1996-97). This has had two aspects: the creation of a binding judicial procedure to
resolve disputes, and the development of a complex system to manage the process of re-regulation of
international markets.

Most visible has been the judicialization of the dispute-settlement system. Initially an institutionalized
system of political-dIPlomatic mediation, it became transformed in the later period of the GATT into a
form of arbitration (Dam 1970; Hudec 1975, Trebilcock and Howse 1999, ch. 15, Hudec et al. 1993).
Under the WTO, the panels and appellate body constitute a full-blown trade court in all but name
(Weiler 2000). Indeed, the breadth of the WTO agreements gives its dispute settlement system a much
wider jurisdiction, so that it has the power to decide whether national regulation complies with
international standards not only in relation to product technical and safety requirements, but many other
areas too, such as intellectual property rights, support for domestic industry and treatment of foreign
investors, and even corporate taxation. This power is backed by its speedy procedures, the virtually
automatic adoption as binding of its decisions, and especially the right of the winning parties to apply
trade sanctions if the losing states do not fall into line.
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Secondly, however, it is important to recognise that the WTO's adjudication procedures are only the
visible tIP of a much larger iceberg of procedures and rules, through which international markets are
being re-regulated. The package of WTO agreements now includes a series of detailed statutes
amplifying, but also going far beyond, the sparsely drafted articles of the original GATT. Aside from
those which are primarily trade-related (e.g. The anti-dumping and safeguards codes), perhaps the most
important are those relating to product technical and safety standards, the TBT and SPS, as well as the
TRIPS and the GATS, which open up whole new areas of international regulation. These agreements
impose wide-ranging obligations which severely constrain, or in global-speak `discIPline', the power of
states to set national regulatory requirements and standards.

These discIPlines are both substantive and procedural. The substantive obligations are of a dual
character. They require states to ensure that national regulations in many fields comply with international
standards, where they exist. Basing a national regulation on an international standard provides a `safe
harbour', protecting the regulation from potential challenge under trade law. For products, international
standards are not laid down by the WTO itself, but by the relevant international bodies. In addition to
product standards, the TRIPS and services agreements also impose obligations to comply with
international standards. The TRIPS contains two kinds of obligations requiring national intellectual
property laws to comply with international standards. First, it requires WTO members to apply the main
provisions of several multilateral IP treaties, in particular the Berne copyright convention and the Paris
industrial property convention. In addition, the TRIPS agreement itself contains a large number of
minimum requirements for IP protection, in relation both to substantive IP laws but also, very
importantly, their enforcement procedures. Due to the breadth of the activities it covers, the GATS
establishes generic requirements for national regulations affecting service provision (article 6). However,
the GATS council is mandated to develop `disciplines' for `measures relating to qualification
requirements and procedures, technical standards and licensing requirements' (art. 6.4). Already,
sectoral agreements concluded under the GATS are incorporating by reference internationally agreed
regulatory standards relevant to the sector.

In addition to these obligations to adopt international standards, the WTO agreements establish a
number of criteria which national regulations must satisfy, in situations where no international standard
exists, or where a state wishes to deviate from or go beyond an international standard. For product-
related regulations, to depart from an international standard, the state must show that it `would be an
ineffective or inappropriate means for the fulfilment of the legitimate objectives pursued, for instance
because of fundamental climatic or geographical factors or fundamental technological problems' (tbt art.
2.4). For safety and health under the SPS, a state is permitted to adopt a higher level of protection than
that provided by an internationally-agreed standard, but only if it complies with the requirements of
article 5 of the SPS, in particular by basing its standard on a scientific risk assessment carried out
according to relevant internationally-approved techniques.

The WTO agreements apply several general criteria of the validity of national standards, which are
based on GATT principles and practice but go well beyond the equal treatment concept. The most
stringent is the `least-trade-restrictive' test, which can be applied to invalidate a regulatory requirement
even if it is facially non-discriminatory and adopted for a valid purpose, if a less trade-restrictive means
of attaining the same purpose can be shown to exist.
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In addition to these substantive `disciplines' on states' powers to regulate, the WTO imposes wide-
ranging procedural requirements. First there are notification and consultation obligations: generally where
a state proposes to adopt regulations not based on an international standard and/or if they may
significantly affect foreign access to its market, such proposals must be reported to the organization.
This normally must be prior to adoption, to allow sufficient time for other states to comment on them,
and for consultations to take place. Secondly, throughout the agreements there are `transparency'
obligations. These go well beyond the obligation to publish regulations, and require the establishment of
enquiry points to answer questions and receive comments from interested persons in other states, and
even provide translations of relevant texts into English, French or Spanish. As with substantive
regulations, regulatory procedures are often required to comply with international standards, or with
standards laid down in the WTO agreements. Thus, the TBT lays down criteria for conformity
assessment procedures (art.5), including the requirement to base any procedures requiring positive
conformity assessment on international standards where they exist (5.4). Finally, the agreements include
some obligations for mutual recognition of procedures and standards, and encourage the negotiation of
bilateral or plurilateral agreements to facilitate this (tbt art.6).

Thus, the WTO has become the main focus of extensive processes of re-regulation of global economic
activity, often referred to as `regulatory reform' (OECD 1994). Now, regulatory reform is undoubtedly
very desirable. However, domination of this process by the WTO creates some serious risks. The
WTO rests on market-access obligations, the tendency of which is to treat regulatory differences as
undesirable obstacles. Thus, its `disciplines' or regulatory reform obligations (t. Weiler 2000;
Kawamoto 1999) tend to require the removal of existing national state regulations, and create significant
constraints for states' national regulatory processes. This seemed desirable from the 1980s neo-liberal
perspective, which preferred no regulation and `free markets' to a world where national states retained
the autonomy to set their own standards. The post-Washington consensus now recognises that stable
markets require firm normative foundations, to ensure the security, safety and trust on which economic
production and exchange depend. This creates a new pressure, for states to adopt globally approved
regulations. It is clear, however, that a one-size-fits-all approach is undesirable and impossible. Thus,
the challenge for the post-Washington consensus is to find a framework for re-regulation that can strike
a balance between global minimum standards and those needed to accommodate the diversity of local
needs, conditions and values.

Enhancing the WTO's legitimacy through law?

This extensive legalization of the WTO is both its strength and an indication of its weakness as an
organization. Certainly, it is central to the legitimacy of the WTO, as is demonstrated by the great stress
placed on the WTO as embodying the rule of law in world trade, in public statements from the
organization. Thus, in a speech on `the global challenge: opportunities and choices in the multilateral
trading system', delivered shortly after the establishment of the WTO, its first director-general Renato
Ruggiero stated:

That is why we need to keep the multilateral system, with its reliable framework of principles and rules
in good repair; it is a firm foothold in a shifting world. Liberalization within the multilateral system means
that this unstoppable process can be implemented within internationally agreed rules and disciplines. This
is the opposite of a chaotic and unchecked process - without the security of the multilateral system,
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change would indeed be a leap in the dark. (Ruggiero 1995).

Five years later, after the organization was shaken by the debacle at Seattle, his successor Mike Moore
delivering a speech on ` the backlash against globalization?' concluded as follows:

The WTO is a powerful force for good in the world. Yet we are too often misunderstood, sometimes
genuinely, often wilfully. We are not a world government in any shape or form. People do not want a
world government, and we do not aspire to be one. At the WTO, governments decide, not us.

But people do want global rules. If the WTO did not exist, people would be crying out for a forum
where governments could negotiate rules, ratified by national parliaments that promote freer trade and
provide a transparent and predictable framework for business. And they would be crying out for a
mechanism that helps governments avoid coming to blows over trade disputes. That is what the WTO
is. We do not lay down the law. We uphold the rule of law. The alternative is the law of the jungle,
where might makes right and the little guy doesn't get a look in. (Moore 2000).

This can be summarised as legitimizing globalization through law.

This theme has been debated among academic commentators under the rubric of the
`constitutionalization' of international economic law. The term was applied to the GATT by the doyen of
trade lawyers, John Jackson, who defined the `trade constitution' as follows:

It is a very complex mix of economic and governmental policies, political constraints, and above all y an
intricate set of constraints imposed by a variety of "rules" or legal norms in a particular institutional
setting. Y

This "constitution" imposes different levels of constraint on the policy options available to public or
private leaders.

Constitutionalization and human rights

There are, however, some very different views about how to `constitutionalize' this system. One version,
put forward by Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann, espouses a neo-liberal constitutionalism, which would enshrine
the `freedom to trade' as a fundamental right of individuals, legally enforceable through national
constitutions in national courts (Petersmann 1993). In this perspective, 'equal rights of the citizens may
offer the most effective strategy for compensating the "democratic deficit" of international organizations'
(Petersmann 1998, 28). Petersmann puts forward an explicitly neo-Kantian liberal view, in which a new
era of world peace and prosperity can best be assured through the unrestricted pursuit of economic
benefits through trade, under an umbrella of principles embodying individual cosmopolitan rights. This
ultra-liberal view assumes that the pursuit of individual self-interest, especially through economic
exchange, is ultimately beneficial to all. Hence, the development of principles embodying individual
rights, and the adjudication of conflicting rights-claims, would be sufficient to ensure universal consent
and legitimacy. This would therefore justify even the entrenchment of internationally agreed principles so
as to override national parliamentary supremacy, to secure the 'effective judicial protection of the
transnational exercise of individual rights' (Petersmann 1998, 26).

Petersmann responds to the challenge of Seattle by accepting that freedom of trade should also be
accompanied by other human rights, which should all be enshrined in the WTO `constitution'
(Petersmann 2000). In his view, however, `most human rights guarantees are about individual freedom,
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non-discrimination, equal opportunities, and rule of law', and a difficulty of applying them in trade law is
their neglect of `economic liberties'. His emphasis, however, is on rights of private property and market
freedoms. Thus, he points to the protection of intellectual property rights in the TRIPS agreement
(although, to his regret, it does not refer to human rights law), and advocates the protection of
competition and of the rights of `the general citizen in maximizing consumer welfare through liberal trade'
(ibid. 21-23).

The constitutionalization of the WTO and other international economic institutions by the introduction of
human rights is also advocated by NGOs and others in the human rights community (Mehra, 2000).
They also regret that human rights, as they have developed historically, have been most strongly
articulated in the `first generation' civil and political rights, while the `second generation' economic, social
and cultural rights are often considered to be aspirations at best; and `third generation' collective rights
such as self-determination and sustainable development are hard to operationalize as enforceable rights.
However, this view of economic rights is very different from Petersmann's. Firstly, it is significant that the
right to property has been considered a civil rather than an economic right, and that this is the only
positive economic right recognized by Petersmann, the remainders are `liberties'. This ignores the rather
fundamental economic questions of access to land and natural resources, shelter, food, and work, let
alone cultural rights. It is these that are generally treated as aspirational or unenforceable rights, which of
course are those of the have-nots. Thus, a view of human rights based on the right to property and
market freedoms would simply have the effect of legitimizing socio-economic inequalities.

Nevertheless, a serious effort is being made to counterbalance neo-liberal globalization by the assertion
of universal human rights norms. This entails counter-posing the neo-liberal view of human rights with
one based on the broader concepts of economic, social and cultural rights developed in the past few
decades through the UN and other bodies. One aspect of this is the UN business and human rights
global compact, which was declared in 2000, operating through a web site. The aim is to counteract
criticisms of the negative effects of liberalization by urging corporations to accept responsibilities as well
as rights. However, some have charged that in practice this is providing a convenient cloak for big
business to ignore issues of socio-economic inequalities (Trac 2000).

Another approach is to examine some of the substantive issues in international economic regulation in
the light of human rights norms. In relation to the TRIPS agreement, for example, the sub-commission
on the promotion and protection of human rights of the UN commission on human rights, approved a
resolution in August 2000 (UN commission 2000), affirming that:

The implementation of the TRIPS agreement does not adequately reflect the fundamental nature and
indivisibility of all human rights, including the right of everyone to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress
and its applications, the right to health, the right to food, and the right to self-determination, there are
apparent conflicts between the intellectual property rights regime embodied in the TRIPS agreement, on
the one hand, and international human rights law, on the other;

And consequently urging governments and international organizations to integrate into their legislation,
policies, and practices

Provisions, in accordance with international human rights obligations and principles that protect the
social function of intellectual property.

This certainly helps to provide another perspective on the ways in which international economic
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regulations are formulated, interpreted, and implemented into legal obligations. It is clear, however, that
`human rights' are contestable, not immutable concepts. They may therefore open up space for debate
about conflicting values underlying different rights-claims. For example property rights entail a balance
between the right to exploit private property and public interests in the `commons'. Ultimately, how the
balance is struck between different conflicting rights-claims must be decided by democratic political
means.

Law and democracy

Other analysts, including some of the leading trade lawyers, have been rather more cautious towards the
proposals to constitutionalize international economic law through enforceable individual rights. They
have raised the question of the relation between law and democracy. In the words of John Jackson (a
strong supporter of trade liberalization), the proposal to entrench a legal right to trade `advances liberal
trade by imposing this approach as a matter of constitutional law rather than by persuading the
democratic constituencies of the value of this approach' (Jackson, in Hilf and Petersmann 1993: 575).

Jackson's own criticisms of the shortcomings of the `trade constitution' focused on the weaknesses of
the GATT (Jackson 1989: 302), which he is happy to report have largely been corrected or at least
improved with the establishment of the WTO, although not a few problems remain (Jackson 1997:
342). It is interesting, however, that his discussion of `some fundamental policy questions' remains
virtually identical after the creation of the WTO. Here he analyses the techniques which may be
deployed to `manage interdependence', which he identifies as:

* harmonization - inducing states towards uniform approaches to economic regulation;

* reciprocity - `a system of continuous "trades" or "swaps" of measures to liberalize (or reduce) trade';

* interface - `which recognizes that different economic systems will always exist in the world and tries to
create the institutional means to ameliorate international tensions caused by those differences, perhaps
through buffering or escape-clause mechanisms' (Jackson 1997: 345).

He links this to what might be described as the central `constitutional' question of international economic
governance, `the appropriate allocation of decision-making authority at different levels'.

Indeed, far from helping resolve this question, the establishment of the WTO has greatly exacerbated it.
As the previous discussion has shown, the WTO agreements have prioritized `harmonization' and have
greatly demoted `reciprocity' and `interface' in the management of regulatory interdependence. It is this
pressure towards global homogeneity, overriding local preferences as embodied in national laws,
policies and regulations, that has made the WTO the focus of anti-globalization protests around the
world. This is the central issue in the WTO's crisis of legitimacy.

C. Managed interdependence and the margin of appreciation principle

I intend here to suggest how the adoption of the principle of the `margin of appreciation' in WTO
practice and jurisprudence could greatly contribute to restoring a better balance between the
local/national and global/international levels of governance, and thus help to restore some of the WTO's
legitimacy.

The margin of appreciation principle and its relevance to the WTO

It is the European court of human rights that has developed the principle that national states should be
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given a `margin of appreciation' in the court's evaluation of whether their publicly-taken decisions
conform to human rights standards. It has been explained as an expression of the `appropriate scope of
supervisory review' when the task of a court is `to review public decisions for their conformity to certain
standards and to grant a remedy if it finds that there has been an unjustifiable breach of those standards'
(Macdonald 1993: 84).

More broadly, it has been justified as an expression of certain elements, which could be described as
basic to international institutions engaged in the tasks of `managed interdependence':

* interpretation of international standards: international agreements between states, especially those
establishing standards for the regulation of individuals, are necessarily formulated in general terms,
leaving considerable leeway for interpretive choices which may involve important issues of values;

* subsidiarity and diversity: as far as possible, internationally-agreed standards should be interpreted
and applied to give the primary responsibility for choices involving values to the national or local levels
of government, which are closest and most responsive to the people affected;

* democracy: decisions taken by public bodies which are democratically accountable should not lightly
be overturned by less accountable bodies such as tribunals or committees of experts.

The principle has, however, been criticized by human rights lawyers. Thus, Lord Lester, a prominent
human rights advocate, has denounced it as:

The source of a pernicious "variable geometry" of human rights, eroding the "acquis" of existing
jurisprudence and giving undue deference to local conditions, traditions and practices.

It has been seen as introducing a moral relativism which undermines the universalism of human rights,
and could seriously compromise the promise of international enforcement of such rights, justifying states
in their belief that they are the better judges and hence the final arbiters of the conflicting rights of
individuals and minority groups (Benvenisti 1999). It would certainly be undesirable if the principle
became a justification for unexplained deference to national states and an abnegation of the
responsibilities of international-level decision-makers. There are also dangers if it is seen as a pragmatic
adaptation to the needs for gradualism and flexibility in moving towards an eventual goal of uniformity
(Madonald 1993: 123).

I suggest, however, that the principle is especially appropriate for the WTO, and that some of the
problems with it in the human rights context do not apply in the context of economic regulation. Human
rights are in some respects the rights of individuals to be protected from the state, or at least against
what are considered to be arbitrary or unjustified state actions. It is therefore paradoxical for an
international instance whose task is to evaluate the justification for a state action to defer to that state's
judgement of the necessity or desirability of its actions. Where this occurs, it is on the basis that the state
has to balance or evaluate competing considerations or interests, such as the tension between individual
liberty and community interests in order or security. To justify deference to the state's judgement
requires an explicit evaluation that this balance has been struck within the range or `margin of
appreciation', acceptable under the international standard. This is especially relevant to questions of
economic regulation, which entail public bodies setting standards, rather than taking direct action against
individuals.

Relevance to WTO adjudication
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The principle is of immediate relevance to the operation of the WTO's dispute-settlement system and of
its legitimacy. It could, indeed, be seen as implicit in some of the reasoning of the reports of the
appellate body, which have held it back from plunging into complete disrepute. This danger was evident
in the formalistic and insensitive reasoning adopted by many GATT panels in the 1980s, and is still
prevalent in the WTO panel reports and some of those of the appellate body.

Robert Howse has pointed to the limitations of legal formalism in the adjudication of issues involving
competing values, which have become increasingly prominent since at least the tuna-dolphin dispute
(Howse 2000). He argues for a stronger basis of social legitimacy for adjudicative processes, and puts
forward proposals grouped around three elements: fair procedures, coherence and integrity in legal
interpretation, and institutional sensitivity. It is the third of these points that is of most relevance here. He
calls for an awareness in the WTO, and especially in the panels and appellate body, that in scrutinising
and interpreting the wide range of laws and policies that come within their purview, they should be
`sensitive to their institutional strengths and weaknesses in relation to other actors who may have a
particular expertise or a particular stake in these laws and policies' (ibid. P.62).

Howse helpfully articulates the principle as going beyond one of `deference' to national states, and
entailing rather sensitivity to the role of the WTO in relation both to national/local and to other
international public bodies. Thus, it does not mean simply ceding to the specific competence of another
body, but ensuring that its decisions take proper account of evaluations or decisions made by another
public body within its area of competence or jurisdiction (Howse 2000: 62-3). He cites as examples of
insensitivity in panel reports the `summary dismissal of environmental information from other
organizations in the tuna-dolphin case', and the even more egregious rejection of the views of the world
health organization in the Thai cigarettes case. He also gives some examples from appellate body
reports of an emerging sensitivity, notably in hormones, and argues that counter-examples of insensitivity
(e.g. in salmon, bananas, and indian patents) could be explained by an unwillingness simply to defer.

The principle is especially appropriate where the WTO agreements themselves establish substantive
standards, or where compliance with internationally agreed standards provides a safe harbour from
challenge under the WTO. These are not to be regarded as international legislation, to be simply
transposed into national law. This is indicated by many of the formulations in the agreements. Thus, the
TBT and SPS require states to use international standards, where they exist, as a basis for their national
standards. The appellate body itself, in the hormones case, rejected the view of the panel that `based
on' means `conform to', and explained:

To read article 3.1 as requiring members to harmonize their SPS measures by conforming those
measures with international standards, guidelines and recommendations, in the here and now, is, in
effect, to vest such international standards, guidelines and recommendations (which are by the terms of
the codex recommendatory in form and nature) with obligatory force and effect.  The panel's
interpretation of article 3.1 would, in other words, transform those standards, guidelines and
recommendations into binding norms.  But, as already noted the SPS agreement itself sets out no
indication of any intent on the part of the members to do so.  We cannot lightly assume that sovereign
states intended to impose upon themselves the more onerous, rather than the less burdensome,
obligation by mandating conformity or compliance with such standards, guidelines and
recommendations. We cannot lightly assume that sovereign states intended to impose upon themselves
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the more onerous, rather than the less burdensome, obligation by mandating conformity or compliance
with such standards, guidelines and recommendations. (Report section x(a)).

The TRIPS agreement also provides an important example of the relevance of the margin of
appreciation principle. TRIPS provides a comprehensive template for the basic standards that national
intellectual property laws should meet from the WTO's perspective. It should nevertheless not be
regarded as an instrument for harmonizing intellectual property laws. This would require a far more
detailed agreement, which it would be neither feasible nor desirable to attempt on a global scale. IP
rights grant state-backed monopolies, in order to stimulate the production and facilitate the diffusion of
technological innovation and cultural creativity; but the scope and degree of protection must be carefully
balanced against public interests in low-cost dissemination. Striking this balance requires a range of
detailed arrangements and decisions, often responding to the particular social and economic contexts.

It would be totally inappropriate for the WTO dispute-settlement system to become in effect an appeals
court against decisions by national bodies (legislators, patent examiners, or tribunals) on the scope of IP
protection. Its task is to apply the principles of the TRIPS as standards to review the adequacy of
national IP protection for trade purposes. The point may be illustrated by the report of the panel on the
US copyright act issued in June 2000. This concerned exceptions to copyright protection under us law,
essentially permitting small businesses (cafés, bars, and stores) to play radio music without the need for
licensing and payment. In its consideration of this issue the panel trawled through an enormous amount
of evidence, much of it having previously submitted to the us congress, which had amended the relevant
legislation by the fairness in music licensing act 1998. The panel took the view that the exception for
small businesses, as developed by the US courts and congress, was unacceptable under TRIPS.

The legal issue focused on the important provision in TRIPS article 13, which requires states to confine
exceptions to copyright protection to `certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal
exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder'.
Similar wording is used elsewhere in TRIPS in relation to trademarks (art. 17), and patents (art. 30). I
suggest that this language expects the panels and AB to review whether national provisions fall within a
range of possibilities that can be considered `normal' or `reasonable'. In doing so they must be sensitive
to the role of national bodies, especially legislatures, in striking the appropriate balance between
protection of right-holders and free diffusion. This can be expressed in terms of the margin of
appreciation principle. The panel in US copyright act case made no examination of the types of
exceptions to copyright law commonly used in other national laws. Nor was it concerned with whether
the congress's decision on the exception had any protectionist motive. Only a trade lawyer or economist
could be surprised that this type of decision might help to fuel a backlash against the WTO and against
market-driven globalization.

Thus, I suggest that the articulation of an explicit principle of `margin of appreciation' could help to
develop the institutional sensitivity called for by Howse. In so doing, it could help the WTO's dispute-
settlement system identify the specific role appropriate to it within the broader institutions of `managed
interdependence'.

Importance to WTO as an institution

An important advantage of the proposal in this paper is that it entails an evolutionary expression of a
principle that could be seen as implicit in many of the WTO's agreements and practices. My point is that
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the explicit articulation and subsequent development of the principle could help put the organization on
the right track, and divert it from the scary collision course towards which it has been steered by an
unthinking neo-liberalism.

The principle helps to overcome the tension in the WTO agreements between their primary concern
with market-access, and the issues of regulatory harmonization, which this inevitably raises. It is this,
which generates the `linkages' between the free-trade regime and the `other issues'. Some of these have
already been formally incorporated into the WTO framework: intellectual property (TRIPS), and
product-related standards (TBT and SPS) including many which overlap with environmental protection
and human health-care questions. Others are being drawn in by trade disputes between states: e.g.
Competition rules (Japan photographic film case), and corporate taxation (us tax treatment for foreign
sales corporations). The liberalization of services under GATS, as explained above, raises the need for
acceptance by states of international standards for all kinds of regulatory topics, from professional
qualifications to service standard levels for utilities.

The spread of the WTO's tentacles into all aspects of economic regulation, coupled with the free-trade
regime's suspicion of regulatory differences, raises the spectre of the WTO as a global juggernaut,
enforcing either deregulation or regulatory uniformity. The principle of margin of appreciation could help
avert this, if it brought the WTO to an appreciation of its proper role within a broader multi-level system
of governance of international economic relations. This would provide a better basis for the
administration of the existing WTO agreements, and for achieving the necessary consensus on the
institutional changes, which are an essential step to restoring its international credibility.
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